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Pre-Cleaner 
 
Bardahl Pre-Cleaner is developed to remove stains caused by; exhaust fumes and 
petrol (US: gasoline), tar deposit, oil deposit, stains caused by flies and insects, stains 
caused by brake-fluid, and remove road dirt from wheel rims. 
 
Bardahl Pre-Cleaner is a multi-purpose, powerful cleaner when used to dissolve all 
kinds of dirt on a motorcar, motorbike, boat, etc. It dislodges flies and insects from 
paintwork, chromium and glass; it also dissolves tar deposit and oil deposit at the 
exhaust area on the body of a car. This product is also an effective cleaner for wheel 
rims made of light metal or steel. The engine and the engine area can also be cleaned 
rapidly with this product. 
 
Bardahl Pre-Cleaner can also be used to spray dirtied areas before the car is cleaned 
manually or run through the  wash-lane of a car wash. 
 
Thanks to the extremely resistant hand pomp Bardahl Pre-Cleaner penetrates even 
the most difficult corners. The twist adjustment of the nozzle can give anything from a 
powerful jet to a fine spray. 
 
Directions for use 
Spray dirtied areas and let soak for about 3 minutes. Then run the car through the 
wash-lane of a car wash or hose down with a powerful water jet. In heavily dirtied areas 
of in case of caked-on dirt it is recommendable to treat the areas with a sponge or 
brush, after the spraying and soaking period. After that hose down or run through wash-
lane in car wash.  
You can use this product also as a heavy Car shampoo. Pour some Power Cleaner 
in a bucket and your car, engine, boat become thoroughly clean. Ideal if you want to 
put for example the car in the wax. The cleaning is deeply and the car then is really 
clean. 
This cleaner does not pollute the environment and does not affect paintwork, chromium, 
aluminum or rubber. 
 
Do not use product on parts that are still hot from driving. 
 
Article number 60105 
Contents  500 ml   
 
Article number 60155 
Contents  5 liter   
 
Article number 60182 
Contents  25 liter 
 
Information on detergents can be found in the SDS of this product  


